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Statistics for Bioengineering Sciences: With MATLAB and WinBUGS Support (Springer Texts in Statistics)Apress, 2011

	
		Through its scope and depth of coverage, this book addresses the needs of the vibrant and rapidly growing engineering fields, bioengineering and biomedical engineering, while implementing software that engineers are familiar with.

	
		The author integrates introductory statistics for engineers and  introductory...
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What's New in SQL Server 2012Packt Publishing, 2012

	
		Unleash the new features of SQL Server 2012

	
		Overview

		
			Upgrade your skills to the latest version of SQL Server
	
			Discover the new dimensional model in Analysis Services
	
			Utilize data alerts and render reports to the latest versions of Excel and Word
	...
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Applied Algorithms: First International Conference, ICAA 2014, Kolkata, India, January 13-15, 2014. Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Apress, 2013

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First International Conference on Applied Algorithms, ICAA 2014, held in Kolkata, India, in January 2014. ICAA is a new conference series with a mission to provide a quality forum for researchers working in applied algorithms. Papers presenting original contributions related to the design,...
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Data Access for Highly-Scalable Solutions: Using SQL, NoSQL, and Polyglot Persistence (Microsoft patterns & practices)Microsoft Press, 2013

	All applications use data, and most applications also need to store this data somewhere. In the world of business solutions, this often meant creating a relational database. However, relational technology is not always the best solution to meet the increasingly complex data-processing requirements of modern business systems, especially when...
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Algorithms and Programming: Problems and Solutions (Springer Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics and Technology)Springer, 2009

	
		Somebody once said that one may prove the correctness of an algorithm, but not of a
	
		program. One of the main goals of this book is to convince the reader that things are
	
		not so bad.
	


	
		A well-known programmer, C.A.R. Hoare, said that the beauty of a program is
	
		not an additional benefit but a criterion...
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Electromagnetic Waves, Materials, and Computation with MATLAB®CRC Press, 2011

	
		Readily available commercial software enables engineers and students to perform routine calculations and design without necessarily having a sufficient conceptual understanding of the anticipated solution. The software is so user-friendly that it usually produces a beautiful colored visualization of that solution, often camouflaging...
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Algorithms and Data StructuresPrentice Hall, 1985

	In recent years the subject of computer programming has been recognized as a discipline whose mastery

	is fundamental and crucial to the success of many engineering projects and which is amenable to

	scientific treatement and presentation. It has advanced from a craft to an academic discipline. The initial

	outstanding contributions...
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Stochastic Approximation and Recursive Algorithms and Applications (Stochastic Modelling and Applied Probability) (v. 35)Apress, 2003

	
		This book presents a thorough development of the modern theory of stochastic approximation or recursive stochastic algorithms for both constrained and unconstrained problems. This second edition is a thorough revision, although the main features and structure remain unchanged. It contains many additional applications and results as...
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Event History Analysis with R (Chapman & Hall/CRC The R Series)CRC Press, 2012

	
		With an emphasis on social science applications, Event History Analysis with R presents an introduction to survival and event history analysis using real-life examples. Keeping mathematical details to a minimum, the book covers key topics, including both discrete and continuous time data, parametric proportional...
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Introduction to Adobe Flash Professional CS6 with ACA CertificationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Introduction to Adobe Flash Professional CS6 with ACA Certification, written by expert instructors, provides all the classroom tools needed to teach a complete certification program. Your students learn to design and maintain dynamic websites using Adobe Flash. This curriculum covers topics such as using layers to build animation...
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Bayesian Logical Data Analysis for the Physical Sciences: A Comparative Approach with Mathematica® SupportCambridge University Press, 2010

	Bayesian inference provides a simple and unified approach to data analysis, allowing experimenters to assign probabilities to competing hypotheses of interest, on the basis of the current state of knowledge. By incorporating relevant prior information, it can sometimes improve model parameter estimates by many orders of magnitude. This book...
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Data Clustering: Theory, Algorithms, and Applications (ASA-SIAM Series on Statistics and Applied Probability)American Society for Training and Develpment, 2007

	Cluster analysis is an unsupervised process that divides a set of objects into homogeneous groups. This book starts with basic information on cluster analysis, including the classification of data and the corresponding similarity measures, followed by the presentation of over 50 clustering algorithms in groups according to some specific baseline...
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